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MSL makes printing military shipping labels (MSLs) for U.S.
Department of Defense shipments fast and easy … and free. Using Mil-Pac
Technology’s premier software, you can now print labels which are fully Mil-Std
129P Change Notice 4 compliant to any standard windows printer. MIL-Comply
MSL offers:
•
•
•
•

On screen wizards to simplify data entry
Drop-down lists & address database to reduce keystrokes
Shared data between multiple users
Context-sensitive help and integrated technical support

Mil-Pac is providing this complete software application free of charge to
introduce themselves to DOD suppliers. Software users have no obligation and can use the software on as
many PCs and for as long as they desire.

MIL-Comply

MSL took seconds to install and within a couple of minutes I was
printing MSLs for a shipment on my dock. The drop-down lists and ability to
pull addresses from a database make label printing fast and easy.
- Jason S., Reston VA

With MIL-Comply MSL, shipments are always compliant with the latest revision of
the DOD specifications. Software users are notified via email when changes to
Mil-Std 129 require label changes. Software updates take just a minute and
require only a simple download from the Mil-Pac Technology website.
MIL-Comply

MSL is part of a comprehensive software suite built specifically for
Department of Defense suppliers. Other software features are available for
purchase, including modules to assist with:

•
•
•
MIL-Comply

MSL labels are DOD
compliant and print on any standard
Windows printer.
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•

RFID printing and automated submission to WAWF,
UID compliance, including submission to WAWF and UID container labeling,
Automated WAWF submissions such as Receiving Reports, Combo, Invoices,
and more,
Container Labeling, including over 50 label formats.

MIL-COMPLY
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FEATURES & FUNCTION
MIL-Comply

MSL is a basic labeling solution providing complete MSL
compliance. The science behind the software enables many time
saving features and the elimination of redundant data entry. Some
features include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Pre-filling address and Mark-For fields with saved data
Lookup lists for Unit of Issue and Method of Shipment
Data format error checking
DLA and Direct Vendor Delivery full support
TCN, Required Delivery Date, and Cubes Wizards
Support for single line item or multi-pack shipments

Minimum Requirements:
• Windows XP, Vista, or
Windows 7
• Any PC hardware that
meets Microsoft’s
minimum requirements
for the installed
operating system.
• Any standard Windows
printer, including most
thermal transfer printers
in Windows print mode.

ABOUT MIL-PAC TECHNOLOGY
Mil-Pac Technology works to make compliance easy by
understanding and meeting the needs of defense
suppliers, and committing ourselves to total customer
support.
Mil-Pac develops products that automate Wide Area
Workflow transactions, print DOD-required forms,
automate label printing (including full support for RFID),
and provide full support for UID compliance.
Customers continue to choose Mil-Pac products to solve
their WAWF, RFID and UID needs based on ease of use
and positive impact on productivity.

Mil-Pac solutions provide defense suppliers with the
ability to:
• Submit data to WAWF automatically
– no more WAWF time outs
• Reduce time for shipment preparation
• Improve productivity through data integration –
same data entered once, not multiple times
Our offering encompasses a number of powerful, flexible
software solutions currently in use by a wide range of
defense contractors – from the smallest subcontractors
to the largest prime contractors.

www.milpac.com•760.788.3030

